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See it all with a 170° view
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170 degree scanning
The Duo-Scan cattle ultrasound scanner allows you to complete your pregnancy checks in less time than other pregnancy
detection methods, with the ability to scan up to approx 10x the area of a linear scanner. You can make diagnosis quickly by
speeding up your entire pregnancy check with a high image quality, larger view area and “arm-free” radial probe.
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Robust

Portable

The ergonomic die-cast aluminium probe is durable and robust.

The Duo-Scan is lightweight and easy to carry with rechargeable

The water resistant Duo-Scan module is designed to withstand

batteries that provide up to 7 hours of continuous battery life.

the rigorous farm environment.

Quicker examinations

Wide angle image

The entire process of scanning is accelerated due to the enlarged view,

Duo-Scan is the only scanner in the world that provides a 170°

reduced effort in probe positioning, and faster identification of foetal

sector image, making this probe capable of detecting bovine

structures.

pregnancy from 16 to 32 cm in depth.

Flexible Options

Easy to use

The Duo-Scan 3 offers multiple viewing options including the lightweight

Duo-Scan is quick and simple to use with its pre-programmed

NFI5000 Monocular Head Mount display, BUGs Binoculars or monitor

settings, five function buttons, on screen battery level indicator

varieties, two interchangeable probes, multiple frequency settings and

and a battery that is easy to change.

battery or mains power, you couldn’t ask for more.

Effective
Duo‑Scan’s unique radial sector probe makes the process of
scanning quicker, and minimises trauma to the animal as well as
the operator. Replacing manual palpation with Duo‑Scan allows
the operator to quickly and effectively diagnose pregnancy status
without manipulating or jeopardising foetal viability.

NFI5000 Monocular

BUG Binocular

LCD Remote Display

Accessories

Battery NiMH/SLA

Turtle Charger

PVC Backpack

Radial Probe

Axial Probe

Video Cable

Check out our full range of accessories and transducers on our online shop at www.bcfultrasound.com/accessories/

Specifications
System Weight

3kg with battery

Probes￼

3.5MHz / 5MHz Radial or Axial

Dimensions

28 x 19 x 9.5cm

Depth of scan ￼

Up to 32cm

Battery Life￼

Up to 7 hours continuous

Preset Modes ￼	

8 modes factory set to user specs

Charge Options		

Mains or car battery

Warranty

1 Year Manufacturers Warranty

Viewing Options

Head Mount or Monitor

Manufacturer

BCF Technology Ltd

Australia

New Zealand
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